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NASA’S KEPLER SPACE TELESCOPE TO RETIRE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The Kepler discovered over 2,600 of the roughly 3,800 exoplanets. NASA/AP  

The Kepler space telescope has run out of fuel and will be retired after a 9-1/2-year mission in
which it detected thousands of planets beyond our solar system and boosted the search for
worlds that might harbour alien life, NASA said on Tuesday.

Currently orbiting the sun 156 million km from the earth, the spacecraft will drift further from our
planet when mission engineers turn off its radio transmitters, the U.S. space agency said.

The telescope laid bare the diversity of planets that reside in our Milky Way galaxy, with findings
indicating that distant star systems are populated with billions of planets, and even helped
pinpoint the first moon known outside our solar system.

The Kepler telescope discovered more than 2,600 of the roughly 3,800 exoplanets — the term
for planets outside our solar system — that have been documented in the past two decades.

The telescope has now run out of the fuel needed for further operations.

The researchers propose that the bird be given an IUCN categorisation of “Vulnerable.”

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-02

INDIAN, US SATELLITES FIND BLACK HOLE THAT
SPINS NEAR MAXIMUM POSSIBLE RATES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Collision of two black holes holes is seen in this still image from a computer simulation.   | Photo
Credit: REUTERS

Scientists using data from India’s first dedicated astronomy satellite, AstroSat, and NASA’s
Chandra X-ray Observatory have found that a black hole in the binary star system 4U 1630-47
spins close to the maximum possible rate.

Relatively smaller black holes are exotic end states of massive stellar cores, said astronomers
led by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Mumbai. The gravity of such a
collapsing core is so strong that its entire mass is crushed into a point, according to the research
accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal. This point, however, cannot be directly
seen, because nothing, not even light, can escape from a region around it, thus justifying the
name of the object.

Surprisingly, astronomical black holes are the simplest known objects in the universe, because
they can be fully characterised by only two properties, mass and spin rate. Therefore,
measurements of these two properties are uniquely important to probe some extreme aspects of
the universe, and the fundamental physics related to them, researchers said.

“The scientific measurement of the spin rate of the black hole, an extremely exotic but the
simplest object of the universe, comes out to be close to the maximum possible value,” Sudip
Bhattacharyya, Associate Professor at TIFR and the Principal Investigator of the AstroSat Soft
X-ray Telescope (SXT). told PTI. “This is generally very important to probe some extreme
aspects of the universe, and the fundamental physics (for example, the theory of gravitation)
related to them.”

“Such measurements, especially of the spin rate, are very difficult to make, and can be done
only by high-quality X-ray observations in the correct state of the binary stellar system, in which
the black hole is gobbling matter from its companion star,” said Mayukh Pahari, who started this
work at TIFR, before joining the University of Southampton in the UK.

“The SXT and the Large Area X-ray Proportional Counter (LAXPC) aboard the first dedicated
Indian astronomy satellite AstroSat played a key role to measure the black hole spin rate, which
was consistent with results from our contemporaneous Chandra satellite data,” Bhattacharyya
added.

“From this first joint AstroSat-Chandra study of a black hole, that may lead to further such
cooperations, we have found that the black hole in 4U 1630-47 spins very rapidly, with a rate not
much less than the maximum possible rate, which makes it even more exotic,” added Professor
A R Rao of TIFR.

AstroSat was launched in 2015 by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). It is the first
dedicated astronomy satellite of India, and the SXT aboard AstroSat is the first Indian X-ray
telescope.

“In fact, apart from Japan, I believe, India is the first Asian country to build an X-ray Telescope
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(for example, China could not build such a telescope till now),” Bhattacharyya said.

He noted that this “first cooperation of India and US using AstroSat and Chandra satellites
regarding black hole studies should open up ways for future such collaborations.”

The researchers propose that the bird be given an IUCN categorisation of “Vulnerable.”

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-03

‘NASA’S HISTORIC DAWN MISSION TO ASTEROID
BELT COMES TO END’

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This illustration made available by NASA depicts the Dawn spacecraft orbiting the dwarf planet
Ceres. File   | Photo Credit: AP

NASA’s pioneering Dawn spacecraft — which orbited the two largest objects in the asteroid belt
— has run out of fuel, ending a historic 11-year mission that unravelled many mysteries of our
solar system, the US space agency said.

The USD 467 million Dawn mission, launched in 2007 to study the protoplanet Vesta and the
dwarf planet Ceres, missed scheduled communications sessions with NASA’s Deep Space
Network on October 31 and November 1, NASA said in a statement.

After the flight team eliminated other possible causes for the missed communications, mission
managers concluded that the spacecraft finally ran out of hydrazine, the fuel that enables the
spacecraft to control its pointing.

“Today, we celebrate the end of our Dawn mission — its incredible technical achievements, the
vital science it gave us, and the entire team who enabled the spacecraft to make these
discoveries,” said Thomas Zurbuchen, associate administrator of NASA’s Science Mission
Directorate here.

“The astounding images and data that Dawn collected from Vesta and Ceres are critical to
understanding the history and evolution of our solar system,” Mr. Zurbuchen said.

It was an expected end to the mission, although the spacecraft lasted two years longer than
originally planned.

On Tuesday, NASA announced that its exoplanet-hunting Kepler Space Telescope had run out
of hydrazine fuel, and the craft would be commanded to cease operations.

Dawn can no longer keep its antennae trained on Earth to communicate with mission control or
turn its solar panels to the Sun to recharge, according to the US space agency.

The spacecraft launched 11 years ago to visit the two largest objects in the main asteroid belt.
Currently, it is in orbit around the dwarf planet Ceres, where it will remain for decades, NASA
said.

Dawn launched in 2007 on a journey that put about 6.9 billion kilometers on its odometer.
Propelled by ion engines, the spacecraft achieved many firsts along the way.

In 2011, when Dawn arrived at Vesta, the second largest world in the main asteroid belt, the
spacecraft became the first to orbit a body in the region between Mars and Jupiter, NASA said.

In 2015, when Dawn went into orbit around Ceres, a dwarf planet that is also the largest world in
the asteroid belt, the mission became the first to visit a dwarf planet and go into orbit around two
destinations beyond Earth, it said.
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“The demands we put on Dawn were tremendous, but it met the challenge every time. It’s hard
to say goodbye to this amazing spaceship, but it’s time,” said Mission Director and Chief
Engineer Marc Rayman at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).

The data Dawn beamed back to Earth from its four science experiments enabled scientists to
compare two planet-like worlds that evolved very differently.

Among its accomplishments, Dawn showed how important location was to the way objects in the
early solar system formed and evolved, NASA said.

Dawn also reinforced the idea that dwarf planets could have hosted oceans over a significant
part of their history — and potentially still do.

“In many ways, Dawn’s legacy is just beginning. Dawn’s data sets will be deeply mined by
scientists working on how planets grow and differentiate, and when and where life could have
formed in our solar system,” said Principal Investigator Carol Raymond at JPL.

“Ceres and Vesta are important to the study of distant planetary systems, too, as they provide a
glimpse of the conditions that may exist around young stars,” Ms. Raymond said.

Because Ceres has conditions of interest to scientists who study chemistry that leads to the
development of life, NASA follows strict planetary protection protocols for the disposal of the
Dawn spacecraft, NASA said.

Dawn will remain in orbit for at least 20 years, and engineers have more than 99% confidence
the orbit will last for at least 50 years, it said.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-11-06

OPINION
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s tweet on Monday which read “India’s pride, nuclear submarine
INS Arihant successfully completed its first deterrence patrol!” marks the first official
acknowledgement by India that the country has now acquired a credible underwater deterrent.

Today is historic because it marks the completing of the successful establishment of the nuclear
triad. India's nuclear triad will be an important pillar of global peace and stability.

The Arihant patrol is a modest but critical first step in demonstrating the operational credibility of
the submarine. However, this single achievement does not axiomatically lead to the conclusion
that India’s ‘triad’ is now complete.

The classical triad in nuclear deterrence is an amalgam of a complex and rigorous distillate of
three different strands—the land-based missile with a nuclear warhead, a similar air-borne
capability, and finally the sea-based under-water deterrent. Currently only the US and Russia
among the nuclear 5 have the resources and the pedigree to claim such a capability. Even
France and China have trimmed their deterrence sails. Paris, for instance, maintains only a sea-
based and an air-borne deterrent capability. The classical triad is not proving to be as cost-
effective as it was once perceived.

India is located in a very challenging weapons of mass destruction (WMD) region, what is
euphemistically referred to as “a rough neighbourhood” and the fact that both its nuclear capable
neighbours (China and Pakistan) are in a deep and covert WMD cooperation framework
compounds the challenge for Delhi. Add to this the fact that Pakistan has also used its nuclear
capability to shield its terrorism investment and the strategic picture becomes even more muddy.

Thus India’s WMD challenge is not two separate dyads insulated from each other but an
overlapping one. The Arihant serves to render robust the underwater deterrent and the signalling
is more relevant to the nuclear 5 about the Indian profile.

It merits recall that China, which currently has a larger WMD arsenal than India, acquired its
nuclear weapon n October 1964. A decade later, Beijing test-fired its first submarine launched
missile but had a series of problems in signalling its submarine deterrent patrol. This is a domain
where verifiable information is scanty but it is understood that China carried out its first deterrent
SSBN patrol successfully in October 2015. The missile on this boat is considered to be a sea-
based variant of the Dongfeng- 4 series with a range upwards of 5,000km. In contrast, the
Arihant is estimated to have a missile with a range in hundreds of kms. The differential index of
relative deterrence needs little reiteration.

However, the SSBN as a platform, which is what Arihant is generically, is not meant for war-
fighting but to maintain, nay impose peace in an uneasy strategic environment.

During the Cold War, the two adversaries—the US and the former USSR maintained these silent
denizens of the deep on the “prowl” 24X7 for 365 days of the year—for decades. This prowl is
the deterrent patrol that the Arihant has just completed and returned to its home port
Visakhapatnam where the crew was felicitated.

To place this in context and review how truly credible and robust deterrence is maintained by a
medium power, France provides a cue. Paris maintains four SSBNs and the first French
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deterrent patrol was concluded successfully in March 1972. Over the last 46 years, France has
carried out 500 such deterrent patrols and marked this milestone on October this year.

During this period, French SSBNs clocked 37,240 hours underwater with the bare minimum of
permissible communication. This kind of rigour ensured that the index of strategic assurance
that France was seeking during the Cold War (when there was only one adversary) and in the
transition to the post Cold War strategic environment, where the nature of the threat to French
sovereignty is not as tangible, has been ensured.

The completion of the first patrol by the Arihant is cause for satisfaction but it would be
misleading to extrapolate in an expansive manner from this first operational punctuation.

C. Uday Bhaskar is director, Society for Policy Studies.
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NASA’S HUBBLE SPOTS COSMIC SMILEY AMONG
COLOURFUL GALAXIES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This image, taken with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope's Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3), shows a patch of space filled with galaxies of all shapes, colours, and sizes.   | Photo
Credit:  ESA/Hubble & NASA

The Hubble Space telescope has spotted a formation of galaxies that resembles a smiling face
in the sky. The image, taken with the telescope’s Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3), shows a patch
of space filled with galaxies of all shapes, colours and sizes, many of which belong to the galaxy
cluster SDSS J0952+3434.

Just below centre is a formation of galaxies akin to a smiling face. Two yellow-hued blobs hang
atop a sweeping arc of light, NASA said in a statement.

The lower, arc-shaped galaxy has the characteristic shape of a galaxy that has been
gravitationally lensed — its light has passed near a massive object en route to us, causing it to
become distorted and stretched out of shape.

Hubble captured the image in an effort to understand how new stars spring to life throughout the
cosmos. WFC3 is able to view distant galaxies at an unprecedented resolution — high enough
to locate and study regions of star formation within them.

Stars are born within giant clouds of gas. These massive clouds, or stellar nurseries, grow
unstable and begin to collapse under gravity, becoming the seeds that will grow into new stars.
By analysing the luminosity, size and formation rate of different stellar nurseries, scientists hope
to learn more about the processes that can lead to the formation of a newborn star.

Studying nurseries within different galaxies will provide information about star formation at
different points in time and space throughout the universe.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-11-06

PRIME MINISTER FELICITATES CREW OF INS ARIHANT
ON COMPLETION OF NUCLEAR TRIAD

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

Prime Minister's Office

Prime Minister felicitates crew of INS Arihant on completion
of Nuclear Triad

Posted On: 05 NOV 2018 2:20PM by PIB Delhi

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi received today the crew of Strategic Strike Nuclear
Submarine (SSBN) INS Arihant. The submarine recently returned from its first deterrence patrol,
completing the establishment of the country's survivable nuclear triad.

Stressing the significance of the successful deployment of INS Arihant for the completion of
India's nuclear triad, the Prime Minister congratulated the crew and all involved in the
achievement which puts India among a handful of countries having the capability to design,
construct and operate SSBNs.

Noting that the indigenous development of the SSBN and its operationalisation attest to the
country's technological prowess and the synergy and coordination among all concerned, the
Prime Minister thanked them for their dedication and commitment in realising this pioneering
accomplishment enhancing immensely the country's security.

The Prime Minister commended the courage and commitment of India's brave soldiers and the
talent and perseverance of its scientists, whose untiring efforts transformed the scientific
achievement of nuclear tests into establishment of an immensely complex and credible nuclear
triad, and dispelled all doubts and questions about India's capability and resolve in this regard.

The Prime Minister stated that the people of India aspire for a 'Shaktimaan Bharat' (Strong India)
and building a New India. They have strived tirelessly to overcome all challenges in this path. He
stressed that a strong India will fulfill the hopes and aspirations of over a billion Indians and will
also be an important pillar for global peace and stability, especially in a world full of uncertainties
and concerns.

The Prime Minister extended greetings to the participants and their families on the occasion of
Deepawali, the Festival of Light. He expressed the hope that just as light dispels darkness and
all fear, INS Arihant will be harbinger of fearlessness for the country.

As a responsible nation, India has put in place a robust nuclear command and control structure,
effective safety assurance architecture and strict political control, under its Nuclear Command
Authority. It remains committed to the doctrine of Credible Minimum Deterrence and No First
Use, as enshrined in the decision taken by the Cabinet Committee on Security in its meeting
chaired by the then Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee on January 04, 2003.

 

*****
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Source : www.indianexpress.com Date : 2018-11-07

SEA CHANGE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

Recreating the classic ‘mohalle ki Diwali’ on Digital?

On Monday, India achieved a significant milestone in its strategic nuclear posture when it
announced the completion of its survivable nuclear triad by adding maritime strike capability to
land and air-based delivery platforms for nuclear weapons. With the country’s first nuclear
ballistic missile submarine, INS Arihant, completing its maiden “deterrence” patrol, India joined
the select group of five — US, Russia, China, France and UK — which can boast of this
capability.

A deterrence patrol, as the term signifies, is meant to deter the adversary from conducting the
first nuclear strike, as a nuclear ballistic missile submarine provides India with an assured
second-strike capability. While land-based and air-based delivery systems are easier to track,
seek and destroy, a SSBN can stay undetected at sea for a long duration, assuring a nuclear
retaliation against the adversary. An assured second-strike capability also allows India not to
promise a No First Use of nuclear weapons in the case of any conflict. Part of India’s nuclear
doctrine, it is meant to be a major safeguard against any nuclear misadventure, particularly by
Pakistan. Over the past three decades, Pakistan has ostensibly supported terrorism in India
under the shadow of a nuclear umbrella, which makes a conventional war a rather risky option
for India. While the prime minister assured that India “remains committed to the doctrine of
Credible Minimum Deterrence and No First Use,” he also warned Pakistan without naming the
country that “the success of INS Arihant gives a fitting response to those who indulge in nuclear
blackmail”.

As we acknowledge this achievement, there is a need to step back and appraise the challenges
that lie ahead. The command and control structures for an SSBN on a fully-loaded deterrence
patrol have to be robust and fool-proof, for an inadvertent error can lead to mass destruction.
Also, the range of missiles on-board INS Arihant are no match for the range of Chinese missiles.
INS Arihant, which is an indigenously developed submarine and part of a supposedly five-
submarine project, was in the making for more than two decades as a classified programme,
directly under the PM. Designed in the 1990s, the INS Arihant development project was officially
acknowledged in 1998 and the submarine was launched in 2009. The nuclear reactor of the
submarine went critical in 2013 and it was commissioned three years later. As the country looks
in satisfaction at INS Arihant’s maiden deterrence patrol, it must celebrate the hard yards put in
the past to ensure India’s strategic independence.
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-11-07

ARIHANT IS A KEY STEP TOWARDS A NUCLEAR
TRIAD

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

The completion of the maiden deterrence patrol by India’s first indigenous nuclear-powered
ballistic missile submarine is a momentous development in terms of the country’s ability to
defend itself in a rough neighbourhood where it faces challenges from certain inimical powers. It
signals not only India’s capability, along with a handful of nations, to build and operate a SSBN
or nuclear submarine armed with ballistic missiles, but is a key step towards a survivable nuclear
triad, or the ability to launch a nuclear second strike from sea, air or land in view of the country’s
“no first use” policy for its nuclear arsenal. INS Arihant is a 6,000-tonne submarine armed with
12 nuclear-capable ballistic missiles with a range of 750 km and the second submarine of its
class, INS Arighat, is currently undergoing trials and expected to join service three years from
now. India has plans to build three more similar vessels, two of which will be larger in size and
capable of being armed with longer range missiles.

The hush-hush “advanced technology vessel” (ATV) project that was launched in the 1970s has
found its stride. For long, India’s defence scientific establishment faced crucial problems in
fabricating a miniaturised nuclear reactor that could be fitted into the hull of a submarine and
these efforts benefited from design and technical assistance provided over the years by Russia,
which leased nuclear-powered submarines to India in 1988 and 2012 . Unlike land-based or
airborne platforms for launching nuclear weapons that can be tracked by adversaries, it is
virtually impossible to detect nuclear submarines, making them key for a credible second strike
capability.

India cannot afford to rest on its laurels, though. Much more needs to be done . Experts believe
a real sea-based deterrence requires at least three atomic-powered submarines, two of which
would be on patrol along the eastern and western seaboards while one undergoes a refit at any
given time. The submarines will also need to be armed with missiles with a range of up to 5,000
km to give India the wherewithal to counter regional powers; China has a force of more than 60
undersea vessels, including SSBNs. The distance between India officially unveiling its plans for
a nuclear triad and the first deterrence patrol took 15 years. Other milestones in this important
programme shouldn’t take as long.

First Published: Nov 06, 2018 20:05 IST
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-09

NOVEL ‘BIONIC MUSHROOMS’ CAN PRODUCE
ELECTRICITY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Cyanobacteria 3D-printed on a white button mushroom.  

Scientists, including those of Indian origin, have created a bionic device that generates green
power by 3D-printing clusters of cyanobacteria on an ordinary white button mushroom.

The research by the Stevens Institute of Technology in the U.S. is part of a broader effort to
better improve our understanding of cells biological machinery and how to use them to fabricate
new technologies and useful systems for defence, healthcare and the environment.

The researchers took an ordinary white button mushroom from a grocery store and made it
bionic, supercharging it with clusters of cyanobacteria that create electricity and swirls of
graphene nanoribbons that can collect the current.

“In this case, our system — this bionic mushroom — produces electricity,” said Manu Mannoor,
an assistant professor at Stevens.

“By integrating cyanobacteria that can produce electricity, with nanoscale materials capable of
collecting the current, we were able to better access the unique properties of both, augment
them, and create an entirely new functional bionic system,” he said.

Cyanobacteria’s ability to produce electricity is well known. However, researchers have been
limited in using these microbes in bioengineered systems because cyanobacteria do not survive
long on artificial bio-compatible surfaces.

“We showed for the first time that a hybrid system can incorporate an artificial collaboration, or
engineered symbiosis, between two different microbiological kingdoms,” said Sudeep Joshi, a
postdoctoral fellow.

“With this work, we can imagine enormous opportunities for next-generation bio-hybrid
applications,” Mr. Mannoor said.

Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-09

NASA PROBE IN GOOD HEALTH AFTER CLOSEST-
EVER APPROACH TO SUN

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This image made available by NASA shows an artist's rendering of the Parker Solar Probe
approaching the Sun.   | Photo Credit: AP

NASA’s Parker Solar Probe – mankind’s mission to touch the Sun – is alive and well after its first
close encounter with our star’s surface.

The probe skimmed by the Sun at just 15 million miles from its surface, breaking the previous
record was set by Helios B in 1976.

The manoeuvre exposed the spacecraft to intense heat and solar radiation in a complex solar
wind environment, NASA said in a statement.

“Parker Solar Probe was designed to take care of itself and its precious payload during this
close approach, with no control from us on Earth — and now we know it succeeded,” said
Thomas Zurbuchen, associate administrator of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate at the
agency headquarters in Washington.

“Parker is the culmination of six decades of scientific progress. Now, we have realised
humanity’s first close visit to our star, which will have implications not just here on Earth, but for
a deeper understanding of our universe,” said Mr. Zurbuchen.

Mission controllers at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab received the status
beacon from the spacecraft on November 7, 2018.

The beacon indicates status “A” – the best of all four possible status signals, meaning that
Parker Solar Probe is operating well with all instruments running and collecting science data
and, if there were any minor issues, they were resolved autonomously by the spacecraft.

At its closest approach on November 5, called perihelion, Parker Solar Probe reached a top
speed of 213,200 miles per hour, setting a new record for spacecraft speed.

Along with new records for the closest approach to the Sun, Parker Solar Probe will repeatedly
break its own speed record as its orbit draws closer to the star and the spacecraft travels faster
and faster at perihelion.

At this distance, the intense sunlight heated the Sun-facing side of Parker Solar Probe’s heat
shield, called the Thermal Protection System, to about 437 degrees Celsius.

This temperature will climb up to 1,371 degrees Celsius as the spacecraft makes closer
approaches to the Sun.

Parker Solar Probe’s first solar encounter phase began on October 31, and the spacecraft will
continue collecting science data through the end of the solar encounter phase on November 11.

It will be several weeks after the end of the solar encounter phase before the science data
begins downlinking to Earth.
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Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-09

NASA PROBE SET TO VISIT JUPITER’S TROJAN
ASTEROIDS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

NASA’s Ralph – a space instrument that has travelled as far as Pluto – is set to explore Jupiter’s
Trojan asteroids, which are remnants from the early days of the solar system.

Ralph was first launched aboard the New Horizons spacecraft in 2006m and obtained stunning
flyby images of Jupiter and its moons.

This was followed by a visit to Pluto where Ralph took the first high-definition pictures of the
iconic minor planet.

In 2021, Ralph is set to journey with the Lucy mission to Jupiter’s Trojan asteroids.

The instrumet will fly by another Kuiper Belt object called 2014 MU69 – nicknamed Ultima Thule
– in January 2019. Ralph’s observations of 2014 MU69 will provide unique insights into this
small, icy world.

The Lucy spacecraft carries a near-twin of Ralph, called L’Ralph, which will investigate Jupiter’s
Trojan asteroids.

The L’Ralph instrument suite will study this diverse group of bodies; Lucy will fly by six Trojans
and one Main Belt asteroid – more than any other previous asteroid mission. L’Ralph will detect
the Trojan asteroids’ chemical fingerprints.

L’Ralph allows scientists to interpret data provided by the Sun’s reflected light that are the
fingerprints of different elements and compounds.

These data could provide clues about how organic molecules form in primitive bodies, a process
that might also have led to the emergence of life on Earth.

Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week

Our existing notification subscribers need to choose this option to keep getting the alerts.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-11

NATIONAL BODY SET UP TO STUDY RARE FORM OF
DIABETES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

File photo: The Hindu  

A National Monogenic Diabetes Study Group has been formed to identify cases of monogenic
diabetes across the country. Supported by the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), the
Madras Diabetes Research Foundation (MDRF) and Dr. Mohan’s Diabetes Specialities Centre
(DMDSC) will be the national coordinating centre for the study group.

Monogenic diabetes is a group of disorders where mutation of a single gene causes diabetes;
the three commonest forms being - Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young (MODY), Neonatal
Diabetes Mellitus (NDM) and Congenital Hypoglycaemia, according to V. Mohan, chairman,
DMDSC.

“ICMR already has a young diabetics registry. As an off-shoot, a National Monogenic Diabetes
Study Group has been formed with MDRF as the nodal centre. As of now, 33 doctors from
across the country are ready to collaborate for this initiative,” he told reporters on Saturday.

Under this initiative, MDRF would provide guidelines to the collaborators for identifying
monogenic diabetes. “They need to look out for certain parameters such as children below six
months of age and those diagnosed as Type 1 diabetes but have atypical features such as
milder forms of diabetes, and strong family history of diabetes going through several
generations,” he explained.

The collaborators will identify cases of monogenic diabetes and send their details.

“They will send blood samples to us. Following the test results, we will give them the treatment
protocols,” Dr. Mohan said.

The end of the monsoons in India signal a welcome turn in the climate. While the drop in
temperature brings relief, the spike in vector-borne diseases
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NASA TO SEND ORGANS ON CHIPS TO SPACE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

NASA is planning to send small devices containing human cells in a 3D matrix — known as
tissue chips or organs-on-chips — to the International Space Station (ISS) to test how they
respond to stress, drugs and genetic changes.

Made of flexible plastic, tissue chips have ports and channels to provide nutrients and oxygen to
the cells inside them.

The “Tissue Chips in Space” initiative seeks to better understand the role of microgravity on
human health, NASA said. “We expect tissue chips in space to behave much like an astronaut’s
body, experiencing the same kind of rapid change,” said Liz Warren, a scientist at NASA.

Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week
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MAJOR BOOST TO FIREPOWER OF INDIAN ARMY
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

Ministry of Defence

Major boost to firepower of Indian army

State-of-the-Art Guns dedicated to the Nation by Defence
Minister

Posted On: 09 NOV 2018 3:18PM by PIB Mumbai

 

Mumbai- 09 NOV 2018

 

Marking a major milestone towards capacity building and capability enhancement of the Indian
Army, Defence Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, today dedicated the globally combat proven M777
A2 Ultra Light Howitzers, K-9 Vajra-Tracked Self Propelled Guns and 6x6 Field Artillery Tractors
to the service of the Nation.

 

The Dedication Ceremony was held at Devlali Field Firing Ranges and was attended by Minister
of State for Defence, Dr Subhash Bhamre, Chief of Army Staff, General Bipin Rawat and
dignitaries from the Government of USA and South Korea.  Senior Serving Officers of the Indian
Army and Ministry of Defence, representatives of Manufacturing Industries were also present.  

 

The 155mm, 39 Calibre Ultra light Howitzers have been procured from USA under Government
to Government Foreign Military Sales and will be assembled in India by BAE Systems in
partnership with Mahindra Defence. The Gun System is versatile, light weight and can be heli-
lifted, thereby providing the much needed flexibility in deployment in various terrains. The
Howitzer is in service in the US, Canadian, Australian and Some other armies of the world. It
has proven its mettle in difficult areas of Afghanistan and Iraq.

 

The first ten K9 Vajra 155mm/52 calibre guns have been imported from Hanwha Techwin of
South Korea in Semi Knocked Down state and have been assemble by L&T in India. The
balance 90 Guns will be largely manufactured in India with some major assemblies coming from
South Korea. Its induction will give a huge fillip to the firepower capability of Indian Army on our
western borders.
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The 6x6 Field Artillery Tractor has been indigenously developed by Ashok Leyland and will
provide the much awaited replacement for the ageing fleet of artillery gun towing vehicles.
Dedication of these equipment to the nation also give a major impetus to ‘Make In India’ initiative
of the government.

 

The event included an impressive display of equipment and firepower by the guns of the indian
artillery. Also on display were indigenous Gun Systems/Surveillance & Target Acquisition
Systems that have been recently introduced in service.

***

Source- PIB Defence Wing (Nashik)

BBP/VSJ/NS/PK
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CLUES ABOUT THE ROOT CAUSE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru, have found that a class of cells
that defends the body against invaders also triggers obsessive-compulsive behaviour in patients
suffering from autoimmune disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS).

The researchers discovered this while studying mice made to exhibit MS-like conditions. They
found that immune cells called Th17 lymphocytes induced them to excessively groom
themselves, a behaviour similar to Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD).

The team had induced MS-like conditions in mice and looked closely at their behaviour. The
diseased animals were found to spend 60-70% more time grooming themselves when compared
to the healthy ones. This is suggestive of OCD, which is typified by uncontrollable repetitive
behaviour.

Trying to figure out what triggered the behaviour, the team zeroed in on Th17 cells, as earlier
studies had shown them to be capable of penetrating the blood-brain barrier and playing a key
role in the progression of MS. In MS, the immune system attacks the protective sheath (myelin)
that covers nerve fibres and disrupts the communication networks between the brain and the
rest of the body. Eventually, the disease can cause the nerves themselves to deteriorate or
become permanently damaged.

For their experiment, the researchers infused the diseased mice with the Th17 cells and found
that the mice spent more time grooming themselves, burying more marbles and shredding their
bedding more. Further, brain tissue analysis in these mice showed that many of these cells were
lodged in the brain stem and cortex — areas that are known to regulate grooming.

However, the obsessive grooming reduced when the mice were given an anti-depressant that
boosts the uptake of serotonin — an important chemical messenger that influences mood. This
suggested that the Th17 cells eventually disrupted serotonin uptake giving rise to the OCD-like
symptoms.

The team also gave the diseased mice digoxin, a molecule that inhibits Th17 development, and
found that the time spent on grooming and the number of grooming bouts almost halved.

Prof. Avadhesha Surolia, honorary professor at the Molecular Biophysics Unit, IISc, conducted
the study in collaboration with his former research associates, Ravi Kant and Shweta Pasi.

“Targeting the development of Th17 cells using drugs could offer a novel method to correct
compulsive behaviour in patients with autoimmune disorders. In this way, we will be able to treat
the root cause of the malady rather than merely targeting its manifestations and symptoms,”
explained Dr. Surolia in a press release issued by IISc.

Autoimmune disorders, where the body’s immune system goes rogue and attacks healthy cells,
are very difficult to treat. For instance, MS, which affects over two million people world-wide, has
no known cure. What makes such disorders all the more severe is that patients are also known
to suffer from depression, anxiety or OCD. So far, the relationship between such illnesses and
the immune system was not clear. The new study has shown a new path.

The findings have been published in Frontiers in Immunology. — India Science Wire
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The end of the monsoons in India signal a welcome turn in the climate. While the drop in
temperature brings relief, the spike in vector-borne diseases
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RIPPLES OF DISCORD: ON GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

On September 14, 2015, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) made
the Nobel prize winning detection of gravitational waves. These waves are ripples in the fabric of
space-time, arising from the merger of a pair of black holes in distant space, and their detection
had been a long-time pursuit of physics. LIGO’s feat was among the most electrifying
announcements in recent years. Since detecting this binary black hole (BBH) merger, the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration (LSC) has made six such observations. Five of these were mergers of
black holes in very different locations in space and with very different characteristics such as
mass, and one was the merger of a pair of so-called neutron stars (binary neutron stars). Such
mergers had been modelled theoretically even before the detection. The measurement was
made easier because the team had templates for the type of signals to expect. The last few
detections have been done in conjunction with another detector, Virgo. After the first discovery,
the LSC made public its data. Analysing this, in 2017 a group of scientists questioned the validity
of the first detection. They argued that the two detectors belonging to LIGO were correlated and
that this led to a correlation in the noise factor. Weeding out noise from the signal is crucial in
any such experiment, and James Creswell et al claimed that this had not been done properly by
the LSC. Since then, a version of their preprint has been published in the Journal of Cosmology
and Astroparticle Physics. After a long silence, on November 1, the LSC has put up a
clarification on its website.

Awestruck: on the Nobel Prize for Physics

The clarification is cryptic, referring to “misunderstandings of public data products and the ways
that the LIGO data need to be treated” by those raising objections. This encompasses a range of
things, starting with lacunae in the analysis of data by Mr. Creswell and his collaborators. It
transpires that in their analysis Creswell et al had used the data supplied by LIGO for a figure in
their paper rather than the raw time series data that were made publicly available. While
responding with a defence regarding processing of data is fine, it is unfortunate that the LSC
team supplied data for the figure in the published paper that differed from the raw data. That
said, a simpler and more direct corroboration of LIGO’s discovery stems from the wide variety of
its sources. Now, the LSC plans to come out with a paper that carries detailed explanations.
This would not be a second too soon. Put together, this is how science makes progress — in
leaps and bounds, with thoughtful critiques and interventions in between. And in this case, the
attendant controversy has captured the interest of even those beyond the world of science.

Firm intervention is needed to end the unsavoury controversy in the CBI
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WORLD’S LARGEST BRAIN-LIKE SUPERCOMPUTER
SWITCHED ON FOR FIRST TIME

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Power drive: India is working to enter the big league of supercomputing. The picture shows
China’s fastest supercomputer, ‘Tianhe.’  

The world’s largest supercomputer designed to work in the same way as the human brain has
been switched on for the first time.

The newly formed million-processor-core Spiking Neural Network Architecture (SpiNNaker)
machine is capable of completing more than 200 million million actions per second, with each of
its chips having 100 million transistors.

To reach this point it has taken 15 million in funding, 20 years in conception and over 10 years in
construction, with the initial build starting way back in 2006, according to a statement.

The SpiNNaker machine, designed and built in The University of Manchester in the UK, can
model more biological neurons in real time than any other machine on the planet.

Biological neurons are basic brain cells present in the nervous system that communicate
primarily by emitting ‘spikes’ of pure electro-chemical energy.

Neuromorphic computing uses large scale computer systems containing electronic circuits to
mimic these spikes in a machine.

SpiNNaker is unique because, unlike traditional computers, it does not communicate by sending
large amounts of information from point A to B via a standard network.

Instead it mimics the massively parallel communication architecture of the brain, sending billions
of small amounts of information simultaneously to thousands of different destinations.

“SpiNNaker completely re-thinks the way conventional computers work. We’ve essentially
created a machine that works more like a brain than a traditional computer, which is extremely
exciting,” said Steve Furber, who conceived the initial idea for such a computer.

“The ultimate objective for the project has always been a million cores in a single computer for
real time brain modelling applications, and we have now achieved it, which is fantastic,” said Mr.
Furber.

Researchers eventually aim to model up to a billion biological neurons in real time and are now
a step closer. To give an idea of scale, a mouse brain consists of around 100 million neurons
and the human brain is 1,000 times bigger than that.

One billion neurons is one per cent of the scale of the human brain, which consists of just under
100 billion brain cells, or neurons, which are all highly interconnected via approximately one
quadrillion synapses.

One of the fundamental uses for the supercomputer is to help neuroscientists better understand
how our own brain works. It does this by running extremely large scale real-time simulations
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which simply aren’t possible on other machines.

For example, SpiNNaker has been used to simulate high-level real-time processing in a range of
isolated brain networks.

This includes an 80,000 neuron model of a segment of the cortex, the outer layer of the brain
that receives and processes information from the senses.

It also has simulated a region of the brain called the Basal Ganglia - an area affected in
Parkinson’s disease, meaning it has massive potential for neurological breakthroughs in science
such as pharmaceutical testing.

The power of SpiNNaker has even recently been harnessed to control a robot, the SpOmnibot.
This robot uses the SpiNNaker system to interpret real-time visual information and navigate
towards certain objects while ignoring others.

“Neuroscientists can now use SpiNNaker to help unlock some of the secrets of how the human
brain works by running unprecedentedly large scale simulations,” Mr. Furber said.

“It also works as real-time neural simulator that allows roboticists to design large scale neural
networks into mobile robots so they can walk, talk and move with flexibility and low power,” he
said.

After years of growth, the global smartphone market has hit stagnation and would experience an
annual decline of a little over one per cent for the first time in 2018, Counterpoint Research has
said. According to Counterpoint's latest smartphone forecast report, smartphone growth will drop
to a negative 1.3% in 2018. This is a first in the history of smartphones that the market has
contracted Year-over-Year (YoY).
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NASA RELEASES NEW IMAGE OF JUPITER’S
SWIRLING CLOUDS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Citizen scientists Gerald Eichstädt and Seán Doran created this image using data from the
spacecraft's JunoCam imager.   | Photo Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/SwRI/MSSS

NASA’s Juno spacecraft has beamed back a stunning image of Jupiter, showing the gas giant’s
multitude of colourful, swirling clouds.

The image captures a several bright-white ‘pop-up’ clouds as well as an anticyclonic storm,
known as a white oval, in Jupiter’s dynamic North Temperate Belt. The image was taken on
October 29 as the spacecraft performed its 16th close flyby of Jupiter.

At the time, Juno was about 7,000 kilometers from the planet’s cloud tops, at a latitude of
approximately 40 degrees north. Citizen scientists Gerald Eichstadt and Sean Doran used data
from the spacecraft’s JunoCam imager to create a colour-enhanced image of the planet’s cloud,
NASA said in a statement.

JunoCam’s raw images are available online for the public to peruse and process into image
products.

Juno’s principal goal is to understand the origin and evolution of Jupiter. Underneath its dense
cloud cover, Jupiter safeguards secrets to the fundamental processes and conditions that
governed our solar system during its formation. As the primary example of a giant planet in the
solar system, Jupiter can also provide critical knowledge for understanding the planetary
systems being discovered around other stars.

With its suite of science instruments, Juno will investigate the existence of a solid planetary core,
map Jupiter’s intense magnetic field, measure the amount of water and ammonia in the deep
atmosphere, and observe the planet’s auroras. Data from Juno will help us understand how
giant planets form and the role these titans played in putting together the rest of the solar
system.

Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week
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GSAT-29 HAS A PERFECT LAUNCH
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

ISRO’s GSLV-MkIII-D2 rocket lifts off from the Sathish Dhawan Space Reach centre in
Sriharikota on November 14, 2018.   | Photo Credit: K. Pichumani

Amid concerns over Cyclone Gaja spoiling the launch of the country’s heaviest satellite to be
carried on board an indigenous rocket from Indian soil, the Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) pulled off the feat to perfection on Wednesday.

The team went ahead with the launch of the GSAT-29 on board its second developmental flight
GSLV-MkIII D2 from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota to clear blue skies as
plumes of smoke from the rocket left a trail in the horizon after lift-off from the second launch
pad at 5.08 p.m.

The satellite was placed in a geo-synchronous transfer orbit 17 minutes after launch.

“The first operational mission of this vehicle (GSLV-MkIII) is going to be none other than the
Chandrayaan-II mission in January next year. This vehicle is going to carry a human to space
three years from now. Kudos to this excellent launcher of India,” ISRO Chairman K. Sivan said.

The communication satellite, weighing 3,423 kg, “is a multiband, multi-beam communication
satellite, intended to serve as test bed for new and critical technologies,” according to ISRO.

The Ku-band and Ka-band payloads are expected to cater to communication requirements for
people in remote areas in the country, especially Jammu and Kashmir, and the North-East.

The satellite will be placed in a geo-stationary orbit at its intended location after three orbit
raising manoeuvres over the next few days.

While Prime Minister Narendra Modi had envisioned that an “Indian son or daughter” will
undertake a manned space mission by 2022 while delivering his Independence Day address this
year, Mr. Sivan said ISRO had set a target of achieving this feat by December 2021.

He said ISRO planned to have two unmanned missions — one in December 2020 — before
attempting to put a human in space.

Here are some the most interesting research works published in the top science journals last
week
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ANOTHER ORBIT
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The Indian Space Research Organisation has marked a big milestone by successfully testing its
heavy-lift launcher while launching an advanced communication satellite. It plans to use this for
the Chandrayaan-II moon mission in the early months of 2019. On Wednesday the
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle MarkIII (GSLV MkIII) launched GSAT29, an advanced
communications satellite, into a geosynchronous transfer orbit where the satellite’s closest
approach to earth would be 190 km and the farthest 35,975 km. The launcher bearing the 3,423
kg satellite took off from a launchpad at the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota.
Seventeen minutes later, after various stages, the vehicle injected the satellite into the transfer
orbit. Taking over smoothly, ISRO’s master control facility at Hassan assumed the command
and control of the satellite, and it will be manoeuvred into a geostationary orbit, its final
destination, in days. Once placed, the satellite’s solar panels and antennae will unfold and work
will begin. With a liftoff mass of 640 tonnes, the GSLV MkIII is the heaviest launch vehicle made
in India, and GSAT29 is the heaviest satellite to take off from Indian soil. Both launcher and
satellite have other characteristics that make them stand out. The launcher can carry payloads
up to 4 tonnes to the geosynchronous transfer orbit and up to 10 tonnes to a low-earth orbit. The
multi-band, multi-beam satellite can cater to the communication needs of people in Jammu and
Kashmir and the Northeast.

All you need to know about GSLV Mk III - D2/GSAT-29 Mission

The first successful experimental flight of the GSLV MkIII was in 2014 when it carried a dummy
crew module as a payload. This proved its capacity in the atmospheric flight regime. Its first
developmental flight was on June 5, 2017, when it launched GSAT19, weighing 3,136 kg. The
present launch marked the second developmental flight of the MkIII. With these two successes,
the launcher is declared ‘operational’ and joins the ranks of the working vehicles, the PSLV and
the GSLV. This is far fewer than the number of developmental flights the older launch vehicles
were subjected to. This is because the solid and liquid propellant stages had been tested before.
The third cryogenic stage could establish its performance in just two developmental flights. Of
course, these were preceded by numerous experimental flights and ground-based tests. This
success sets the stage for trying out variations such as other types of engines, different fuel
combinations and higher launch capacity. The GSLV MkIII has not just boosted the satellite into
its orbit, but also restored morale at ISRO, which had been dented by the GSAT 6A setback.

Firm intervention is needed to end the unsavoury controversy in the CBI
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‘SUPER-EARTH’ FOUND ORBITING SUN’S NEAREST
SINGLE STAR

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Star trek: An artist's impression of the surface of the ‘Super-Earth’ orbiting Barnard’s star.   |
Photo Credit: AFP PHOTO / ESO

Astronomers have discovered a frozen planet with a mass over three times that of the Earth,
orbiting the closest solitary star to the Sun.

The potentially rocky planet, known as Barnard’s star b, is a ‘super-Earth’ and orbits around its
host star once every 233 days, said researchers from Queen Mary University of London.

The findings, published in the journal Nature, show the planet lies at a distant region from the
star known as the ‘snow line’ This is well beyond the habitable zone in which liquid water, and
possibly life, could exist, researchers said. The planet’s surface temperature is estimated to be
around -170°C, they said. However, if the planet has a substantial atmosphere the temperature
could be higher and conditions potentially more hospitable.

“Barnard’s star is an infamous object among astronomers and exoplanet scientists, as it was
one of the first stars where planets were initially claimed but later proven to be incorrect.
Hopefully we got it right this time,” said Guillem Anglada Escude from Queen Mary’s School of
Physics and Astronomy.

At nearly six light-years away Barnard’s star is the next closest star to the Sun after the Alpha
Centauri triple system. It is a type of faint, low-mass star called a red dwarf. Red dwarfs are
considered to be the best places to look for exoplanet candidates, which are planets outside our
solar system.

Barnard’s star b is the second closest known exoplanet to our Sun. The closest lies just over
four light-years from Earth. That exoplanet, Proxima b, orbits around the red dwarf Proxima
Centauri.

The researchers used the radial velocity method during the observations that led to the
discovery of Barnard’s star b. This technique detects wobbles in a star which are likely to be
caused by the gravitational pull of an orbiting planet. These wobbles affect the light coming from
the star.

On the eve of World Diabetes Day, WHO said that  will continue to support all member states to
empower families to tackle diabetes head-on and ensure
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ICE AGE CRATER DISCOVERED BENEATH
GREENLAND GLACIER

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The crater was formed when a 20-tonne meteorite crashed.   | Photo Credit: Getty
Images/iStockphoto

Buried beneath a kilometre of snow and ice in northern Greenland, scientists have uncovered an
asteroid impact crater, bigger than the area of Paris.

This is the first time that a crater of any size has been found under one of Earth’s continental ice
sheets, said researchers from the University of Copenhagen in Denmark. The researchers
worked for the past three years to verify their discovery, initially made in the 2015.

The crater measures more than 31 km in diameter, placing it among the 25 largest impact
craters on Earth, according to the study published in the journal Science Advances. It was
formed when a kilometre-wide iron meteorite smashed into northern Greenland.

“The crater is exceptionally well-preserved, and that is surprising, because glacier ice is an
incredibly efficient erosive agent that would have quickly removed traces of the impact,” said
Professor Kurt H. Kjaer from the Natural History Museum of Denmark.

“So far, it has not been possible to date the crater directly, but its condition strongly suggests
that it formed after ice began to cover Greenland, so younger than 3 million years old and
possibly as recently as 12,000 years ago — toward the end of the last ice age,” he said.

The crater was first discovered in July 2015 as the researchers inspected a new map of the
topography beneath Greenland’s ice-sheet.

They noticed an enormous, but previously undetected circular depression under Hiawatha
Glacier. “We immediately knew this was something special but at the same time it became clear
that it would be difficult to confirm the origin of the depression,” said Mr. Kjaer.

The 20-tonne iron meteorite sits in the courtyard at the Geological Museum in Copenhagen.

On the eve of World Diabetes Day, WHO said that  will continue to support all member states to
empower families to tackle diabetes head-on and ensure
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INDIA GSLV MKIII-D2 SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHES
GSAT-29                         

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Department of Space

India GSLV MkIII-D2 successfully launches GSAT-29
                        

Posted On: 14 NOV 2018 6:48PM by PIB Delhi

 

            India’s GSAT-29 communication satellite was successfully launched by the second
developmental flight of Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle MarkIII (GSLV MkIII-D2) today
from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) SHAR, Sriharikota.

GSLV MkIII-D2 lifted off from the Second Launch Pad of SDSC SHAR at 17:08 hours (IST),
carrying the 3423-kg GSAT-29 satellite. About 17 minutes later, the vehicle injected the satellite
into the Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) as planned.

After injection, ISRO’s Master Control Facility at Hassan has assumed the control of the satellite.
In the coming days, three orbit raising manoeuvers will be executed to position the satellite in
the Geostationary Orbit at its designated location.

 GSLV Mk III is a three-stage heavy lift launch vehicle developed by the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).

Two massive boosters with solid propellant constitute the first stage, the core with liquid
propellant form the second stage and the cryogenic engine completes the final stage.

GSAT-29 is a multiband, multi-beam communication satellite, intended to serve as test bed for
several new and critical technologies. Its Ku-band and Ka-band payloads are configured to cater
to the communication requirements of users including those from remote areas especially from
Jammu & Kashmir and North-Eastern regions of India.

In addition, the Q/V-Band communication payload onboard is intended to demonstrate the future
high throughput satellite system technologies. Geo High Resolution Camera will carry out high
resolution imaging. Optical Communication Payload will demonstrate data transmission at a very
high rate through optical communication link.

 After the successful launch, ISRO Chairman Dr K Sivan said: “India has achieved significant
milestone with our heaviest launcher lifting off the heaviest satellite from the Indian soil. The
launch vehicle has precisely placed the satellite in its intended orbit. I congratulate entire ISRO
team for this achievement.”

Declaring GSLV MKIII operational, Dr Sivan announced that Chandrayaan-2 and Gaganyaan
missions will be launched by this heavy-lifter.

Shri Jayakumar B, Mission Director, GSLV Mark III said it is the guidance of the Mentors at
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ISRO that helped the team to march ahead while facing obstacles. “The industry partners too
played a key role in this mission,” he said.

Shri K Pankaj Damodar, Project Director, GSAT-29 said the launch will help to bridge the digital
divide. He also said several next generation payload technologies will be demonstrated with this
mission soon.

The success of GSLV MkIII-D2 marks an important milestone in Indian space programme
towards achieving self-reliance in launching heavier satellites. The success of this flight also
signifies the completion of the experimental phase of GSLV Mark III.

The first successful mission of GSLV Mark III was an experimental suborbital flight in 2014.
Subsequently, GSLV Mark III-D1 launched GSAT-19, a high throughput communication satellite,
with a lift-off mass of 3150 kg, into GTO on June 5, 2017.

 

                                                                           ******
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-18

GROWTH-INDIA TELESCOPE’S FIRST SCIENCE
OBSERVATION

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The telescope can view stellar objects that are thousands to millions of light years away.   |
Photo Credit: GROWTH-India

The 0.7 m GROWTH-India telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory located in Hanle,
Ladakh, has made its first science observation which is a follow-up study of a nova explosion.
Novae are explosive events involving violent eruptions on the surface of white dwarf stars,
leading to temporary increase in brightness of the star. Unlike a supernova, the star does not go
on to die but returns to its earlier state after the explosion. A report on this published in The
Astronomer’s Telegram notes the magnitude of the nova explosion first identified by Darnley et
al as it varies, during November 8 to November 10.

The GROWTH-India telescope was commissioned six months ago soon after which it saw first
light, on the night of June 12. “The telescope has been taking readings since then, and this is
the first ‘follow-up’ work. We are happy to see this first science observation,” said G C Anupama,
who Professor-in-Charge of the Indian Astronomical Observatory and is based at Indian Institute
of Astrophysics (IIAP), Bengaluru.

The celestial object was first noticed by a different group which saw the nova explosion. “We
then pointed our telescope in that direction and measured the brightness. We found that it was
fading at the rate expected for such events. This is a small step in astronomy but a big leap for
us, because it is the first scientific result obtained by this telescope,” said Varun Bhalerao a
faculty member at IIT Bombay and a Principal Investigator of the project along with Professor
Anupama.

This recurrent nova, named M31N-2008, has been observed to erupt several times, the most
recent eruption happening in November 2018. Recurrent nova systems are interesting because
they are candidates for progenitors of Type Ia supernovae. “We took follow-up images with the
GROWTH-India telescope. The observations were made in different optical bands. The nova
was seen to decline rapidly in brightness, by 1 - 1.5 magnitudes in the span of 2 days,” says
Shubham Srivastav, post-doctoral fellow at the physics department of IIT Bombay (IITB)

The telescope is potentially fully robotic and can operate on its own, but the way these readings
were taken has only partly used its potential for automation. “The group sitting in IIT Bombay
worked through Bengaluru’s IIAP to control the telescope. While the IITB-IIAP link was through
regular internet connection, the one from IIAP to the telescope in Ladakh was through a satellite
link,” said Professor Bhalerao. A typical professional telescope has a field of about 0.1 square
degrees.

This telescope has a field that is five to six times larger. It can ‘slew’ or move its focus from one
part of the sky to another in just about 10-15 seconds and its camera can view stellar objects
that are thousands to millions of light years away.

The GROWTH-India telescope is part of the Global Relay of Observatories Watching Transients
Happen. Its goals are threefold: (1) Search for explosions in the optical regime whenever LIGO
group detects a Binary Neutron Star merger (2) study nearby young supernova explosions. (3)
Study nearby asteroids.
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Transient phenomena such as supernovae are important parts of time-domain astronomy which
is a less-explored frontier in astronomy. “Such an explosion is when the inner material of the star
is thrown out. There is no other way we can actually see what is inside a star,” explains Prof.
Bhalerao.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2018-11-19

OPINION
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technological revolution that transcends individual technology
siloes and in the process, brings about the transformation of any industry it touches. According
to Realizing 2030: A Divided Vision of the Future research, around four in ten leaders in Asia-
Pacific region. are already investing in IoT.

We know that some organizations are already on the road to realizing the promise of IoT
solutions, but for many, technological and strategic roadblocks are at play. The Asia-Pacific
region is set to become the front line for IoT, with spending on the rise and the number of
connected devices reaching unprecedented levels, it’s important that businesses understand
what these roadblocks are and how to take the best step forward on harnessing IoT.

New compliance challenges

In the quest to digitalize, the healthcare industry has major scope for using IoT solutions, with
benefits on offer such as better patient outcomes leading to shorter hospital stays, and lower
mortality rates.

Yet the regulatory landscape is strict—our electronic patient records are sensitive documents
that must be handled with security at the top of mind.

Finance, another highly regulated industry, also has the opportunity to benefit from adopting IoT
solutions—for example with the use of telematics in insurance. Deloitte predicts that 50% of all
sensors would be useful for financial services by 2020.

The increase in the volume and location of data creation means that for these and other highly
regulated industries, compliance requirements must remain a priority.

From an infrastructure perspective, solutions located at the source of data creation that focus on
data protection measures whilst allowing data to be moved quickly and simply, help ensure the
benefits of IoT projects without creating compliance challenges.

Organizational structures

IoT projects have pan-organizational impact, with the power to transform business strategies
and how we work, involving multiple departments in its conception, planning and
implementation.

Standing in the way are obstacles such as organizational silos that impede the successful
deployment of Internet of Things projects. A lack of ownership is also common: In the Realizing
2030 research, six in 10 Asia-Pacific region leaders cited a lack of digital vision and strategy as
the number-one barrier to shaping successful digital businesses.

The challenge of ownership can be solved through the creation of cross-functional teams that
have representation from IT (information technology), operations, customer and partner
advocates and importantly the executive leadership team. Those teams should work together to
complete initial projects, assess the lessons learned, and scale up or repeat as required.

To support this, flexible and scalable infrastructure that links the edge to the data centre core
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and cloud while offering flexibility is needed.

Expectations around business benefit

Setting expectations is important. Defining the potential benefits of IoT is a challenge, and like
any IT project, it has to go through multiple assessments before it is deemed to be worthwhile.

Helpfully, some industry sectors have sped ahead, creating examples of best practice that can
be used to benefit future projects. Those examples help other organizations to find solid ways to
demonstrate the business benefit, and to assess all aspects of infrastructure costs. Looking
outside the organization to the wider ecosystem and seeking best practice is a key way to
establish the expected outcomes and set those expectations internally.

A focus on demonstrating short-term return on investment is a key strategy for teams to make
sure those business benefits are easily demonstrated, shared, and understood by the business.
Asset tracking and utilization are of particular interest because it enables a shorter payback
window.

The ecosystem is complex

Today, there is no one-size-fits-all IoT solution, and the Internet of Things landscape is vast.
Solutions can come from many different sources and are far too complex for most organizations
to navigate, compounded by a lack of standards.

To create solutions, organizations need to work with multiple technologies and solution
providers, which is ultimately time consuming and a resource drain.

This can be daunting, but the IoT ecosystem can also be used to its advantage. Through
engaging with partners and advisers on best practice, organizations can simplify the process of
finding solutions.

By pulling together wider expertise from outside of the organization, the ecosystem can be
leveraged to create bespoke solutions using creative technology mash-ups that ultimately
provide competitive advantage. All of this must be built on infrastructure designed for an Internet
of Things connected world.

Readying infrastructure

The value of IoT to the business is extracted not only in connecting things, but also in how data
is used and acted upon. To extract value, organizations need to transform infrastructure with an
architecture that is simultaneously centralized and decentralized.

Data centre strategies have to link the data centre with the edge and cloud, supporting a fast
deployment of IoT projects, and helping reduce complexity. As IoT projects evolve, are
replicated, and expanded upon, this flexible base will allow further growth without inhibiting
organizational dexterity.

Addressing these five challenges is an important first step for Asia-Pacific region organizations
looking to implement IoT solutions. To turn these roadblocks into opportunities, look to the
industry and beyond for examples of best practice and business benefits, form cross-functional
teams, and ready infrastructure for IoT projects.

Through collaboration and awareness of these challenges, organizations can start to reap the
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vast benefits of Internet of Things .

Rajesh Janey is managing director and president, India Enterprise, Dell EMC
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-19

NEW SPACE INDUSTRY EMERGES: SERVICING
SATELLITES ON ORBIT

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Of the 23,000 space objects counted by the U.S. military, just 1,900 are active satellites.  

Imagine an airport where thousands of planes, empty of fuel, are left abandoned on the tarmac.
That is what has been happening for decades with satellites that circle the Earth.

When satellites run out of fuel, they can no longer maintain their precise orbit, rendering them
useless even if their hardware is still intact.

In recent years, new aerospace companies have been founded to try and extend the lifespan of
satellites, on the hunch that many clients would find this more profitable than relaunching new
ones.

“It’s literally throwing away hundreds of millions of dollars,” Al Tadros, vice president of space
infrastructure and civil Space at a company called SSL, said.

In 2021, his company will launch a vehicle that is capable of servicing two to three dozen
satellites in a distant geostationary orbit, some 36,000 km from the earth.

This unmanned spacecraft will be able to latch onto a satellite to inspect it, refuel it, and possibly
even repair it or change components, and put it back in the correct orbit.

Mr. Tadros describes it as “equivalent to a AAA servicing truck in geostationary orbit.”

“It’s financially a very, very big opportunity,” said Mr. Tadros.

Intelsat, which operates 50 geostationary satellites, chose a different option and signed a
contract with Space Logistics for its Mission Extension Vehicle.

When it launches in 2019, the spacecraft will attach itself to a broken down satellite, and
reposition it in its correct orbit. The MEV will stay attached and use its own engine to stay in
orbit.

On-orbit servicing could also help cut down on the perplexing problem of mounting space debris.

Of the 23,000 space objects counted by the U.S. military, just 1,900 are active satellites.

The rest includes nearly 3,000 inactive satellites, 2,000 pieces of rockets and thousands of
fragments produced by two key events: the deliberate missile explosion of a Chinese satellite in
2007, and the 2009 collision of an Iridium satellite with an ageing Russian one.

No short term solution has been identified for small-scale space junk, but some companies
would like to be able to remove defunct satellites from orbit.

Since 2008, France has required satellite operators to take steps to “deorbit” their spacecrafts by
programming them to re-enter the earth’s atmosphere in 25 years so that they burn up,
according to the French National Center for Space Studies (CNES).
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When it comes to satellites in geostationary orbits, their end-of-life option is to go farther from
the earth to a “graveyard orbit” 200 miles (300 kilometers) further away.

“We are trying to promote these principles” in other countries, Francillout told AFP.

A small Japanese company founded in 2013, Astroscale, is developing a system to approach
and capture space debris and broken satellites.

Though it doesn’t have a clientele yet, director of operations Chris Blackerby anticipates the
business would be “very viable.”

A test launch is planned for 2020.

Airbus’s future “Space Tug,” planned for 2023, is being built to grab old satellites and push them
down to 125 miles (200 kilometers) above Earth so they burn up.

The problem of space junk is only getting worse.

The number of satellites in space has already risen 50 percent in five years, according to the
Satellite Industry Association, and growth continues.

Meanwhile, debate is roiling in the United States over the need for better international regulation
of space traffic, aimed at avoiding accidents and managing future conflicts.

“We don’t want the Wild West,” said Fred Kennedy, director of the Tactical Technology Office at
DARPA, the technological research arm of the Pentagon, noting that the United States, with its
fleet of military satellites, is keen to establish sound practices beyond the boundaries of Earth.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!

On the eve of World Diabetes Day, WHO said that  will continue to support all member states to
empower families to tackle diabetes head-on and ensure
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-11-19

INNOVATION IS FOR THE BETTERMENT OF MANKIND:
VICE PRESIDENT

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Issues relating to Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)

Vice President's Secretariat

Innovation is for the betterment of mankind: Vice President

India is encouraging the spirit of innovation among the
educated enterprising youth;

India has an effective and robust intellectual property
protection regime;

Inaugurates International Conference ‘Asian Patent
Attorneys Association’

Posted On: 18 NOV 2018 8:42PM by PIB Delhi

The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has said that Innovation is for the
betterment of mankind and India is encouraging the spirit of innovation among the educated
enterprising youth. He was addressing the gathering after inaugurating the International
Conference ‘Asian Patent Attorneys Association’, here today. The Minister for Law & Justice,
Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, the Minister for Commerce and Industry, Shri Suresh Prabhu, more
than 1350 participants from over 65 countries and other dignitaries were present on the
occasion.

The Vice President stressed the need to put in efforts to give meaningful effect to the socio-
economic and technological development needs of the poorest of the poor. He further said that
knowledge and intellect are the most critical ingredients in development. It was essential to
adopt innovative and creative balancing mechanisms, he added. 

The Vice President said that Intellectual Property Rights hold special importance in the
knowledge economy. He said that the new regime of intellectual Property Rights bring a
paradigm shift in social exchanges and cultural ethos in communities especially at a time when
the world had moved away from viewing knowledge as a mere community asset started treating
it as intellectual property.

Talking about the changing factors in all economies, the Vice President said that the emphasis
on tangible hard assets is being shifted to intangible soft assets and intellectual properties. India
fully recognizes that an effective and robust intellectual property protection regime is essential to
attract technology, investment, incentivise innovation and creation of IP assets, he added.

The Vice President said that as the communities’ transit to new phase of Intellectual Property
based economy, no conversation on intellectual property rights can be complete without
considering the balance of the rights and obligations of IP holders and define what constitutes a
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genuine, path-breaking intellectual property?

Shri Naidu said that Indian patent system contains some built-in safeguards to bring about a
balance between rights and obligations – these measures are consistent with TRIPS
Agreement. As a member of WTO, India made laws that are compliant with the global regime.
National IPR Policy has been approved and published by the government in May 2016, he
added.

The Vice President said that India is encouraging the spirit of innovation among the educated
enterprising youth by skilling them and supporting through the schemes like Start-Up and
MUDRA. He further said that a number of initiatives have been taken by the governments to
create an ecosystem that fosters manufacturing and have identified key areas such as auto
industry, information technology, aviation, biotechnology, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals,
electronics and entertainment for innovation and manufacturing, as There is immense scope of
technology and investment in these areas.

Saying that Government aims to make India a major hub for end-to-end indigenous drug
manufacturing in the next few years, the Vice President said that the IP sensitive, Indian
pharmaceuticals industry is expected to expand at a compounded annual growth rate of over 15
per cent to 55 billion US dollars in the next three years.

Following is the text of Vice President’s address:

“I am delighted to be amongst such distinguished assembly of law professionals. I am pleased to
learn that more than 1350 participants from over 65 countries are attending this annual
conference.

Being a lawyer myself, and given my background in legislature and public policy, it is a pleasure
to share my views with this gathering of intellectual property experts.

The issue of intellectual property rights assumes a great significance for us as India in the last
few years has emerged as the fastest growing economy in the world. With an expected growth
in the range of 7.5% during next few years, as projected by the IMF and the World Bank, we are
one of the most preferred destinations for investments in today’s world.

Intellectual Property is one of the most hotly debated topics among policy makers,
Governments, legal fraternity, NGOs, academia and research institutions.

In Indian scriptures it is said:

      

    

   

   

“Knowledge is a treasure that cannot be stolen, neither can it be confiscated by the State, nor
can it be divided among siblings. It is not burdensome to carry. It increases when we share it
with others sharing. Knowledge is a treasure that is better than other riches.”

Like India, in most of the cultures sharing the knowledge was considered sacrosanct. The
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society took acquisition of knowledge for granted. It was an inherent right of an individual. It was
sacrosanct and free.

However, now the world market has begun to realise the value of knowledge and intellect, the
most critical ingredients in development. 

We have moved from land-based agricultural economy marked by feudal ownership of land
resources to machine based industrialisation. We have witnessed global movements of finance
and capital further leading to professionally managed multinational corporations to information
and data networks to knowledge economy based on intellectual property.

But like every phase of evolution, the new regime of intellectual Property Rights too brings
paradigm shift in social exchanges and cultural ethos in communities. We have moved away
from viewing knowledge as a mere community asset.  Knowledge has become an intellectual
property.

The key success factors in all economies have changed. Instead of only the tangible hard
assets, the emphasis has shifted to intangible soft assets and intellectual properties. Nurturing of
intellectual property has emerged as a key determinant of success in the 21st century.

We in India fully recognize that an effective and robust intellectual property protection regime is
essential to attract technology, investment, incentivise innovation and creation of IP assets.

Dear sisters and brothers,

We have the desire and capability to absorb new technologies in manufacturing. In our country,
‘Make in India’ is one of the key programmes launched by the government to boost the economy
and the aim is to transform India into a global manufacturing hub. The target is to increase this
to 25 per cent of the GDP by 2025. 

We have about 65 per cent of the population below 35 years of age, who are looking for the
creative avenues for their talent and education. We are encouraging the spirit of innovation
among our educated enterprising youth by skilling them and supporting through the schemes
like Start-Up and MUDRA.

We have taken a number of initiatives to create an ecosystem that fosters manufacturing and
have identified key areas such as auto industry, information technology, aviation, biotechnology,
oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, electronics and entertainment for innovation and manufacturing.
There is immense scope of technology and investment in these areas.

For example, With 900 million mobile telephony subscribers and almost 500 million internet
users, Indian market is expected to grow to 400 million US $ market by 2020. There are around
100 mobile and accessories manufacturing units in the country. The policy to digitize economy
had led to 300 $ increase in digital transactions over the past few years. 

The IP sensitive, Indian pharmaceuticals industry is expected to expand at a compounded
annual growth rate of over 15 per cent to 55 billion US dollars in the next three years.

The Government aims to make India a major hub for  end-to-end indigenous drug manufacturing
in the next few years. MedTech industry which has been recognised as a sunrise sector is
expected to touch 9.5 billion US dollars by 2022.

To mitigate climate change and global warming, we are focussing on green growth strategies to
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encourage sustainable development. India is attempting to make a gradual switch to electric
vehicles with the government planning to mandate that every car sold in India from the year
2030 to be an electric car.

The transition to a “green economy” is also an attractive and lucrative business opportunity.

Along with rapid industrial development, there have been a number of initiatives and reforms like
GST and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,  as a result of which  India’s rankings in the
World Bank’s “Ease of Doing Business” have improved from 130 in 2016 to 77 in 2018.

As the communities transit to new phase of Intellectual property based economy, I am aware
that no conversation on intellectual property rights can be complete without a reference to the
question: how to balance the rights and obligations of IP holders? What constitutes a genuine,
path-breaking intellectual property? One can do a costing of a finished farm/factory product but
how to put a realistic price to a research product and for how long? 

The TRIPS Agreement envisages a “mutual advantage of producers and users of technological
knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of
rights and obligations.” The TRIP Agreement permits its members to adopt appropriate
measures “necessary to protect public health and nutrition and to promote the public interest in
sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development”.

Efforts must be made to give meaningful effect to the socio-economic and technological
development needs of the poorest of the poor by adopting innovative and creative balancing
mechanisms.

Indian patent system contains some built-in safeguards to bring about a balance between rights
and obligations – these measures are consistent with TRIPS Agreement. As a member of WTO,
we have laws which are compliant with the global regime. National IPR Policy has been
approved and published by the government in May 2016.

Friends,

The Indian government’s “Act East” policy seeks to deepen existing relationships with our
neighbours in Asia-Pacific region. India enjoys strong economic and cultural relationships with
most countries within this region.

I wish you to continue with your good work of promoting and enhancing intellectual property
rights worldwide with objectives of serving the interests of owners and users of IP.

I also congratulate APAA (Indian Group) for hosting this meeting in India and providing a
platform for intellectual property professionals and practitioners worldwide to exchange ideas
and information. I wish you all a great conference and a wonderful stay in our country.

Jai Hind!”

***

AKT/BK/MS/RK
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-20

ARMY SELECTS RUSSIAN IGLA-S MISSILE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

India has picked Russia’s Igla-S missile system as the choice for the Army’s multibillion dollar
contract for man-portable air defence systems, officials said on Monday.

“The Igla-S bid from Rosoboronexport of Russia has been declared the L1 in the Very Short
Range Air Defence (VSHORAD) deal,” said a defence official on condition of anonymity.

The declaration of the Russian bid as the lowest, which was reached after a series of delays that
saw several trials and retrials, still doesn’t guarantee a certain transaction given some concerns
about the possible threat of U.S. sanctions for arms purchases from Russia.

The other bidders were MBDA of France and SAAB of Sweden.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-11-21

MAKE IT THE INDIAN WAY: WHY THE COUNTRY MUST
ADAPT TO ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

If ‘Make in India’ is to succeed, it needs to encompass ‘Make it the Indian Way’. It need not
emulate mass production technologies, fuelled in Detroit by massive capital investment or in
Beijing by cheap labour. We are fortunate to be in a historic moment when the manufacturing
sector is about to go through a transformation wrought by disruptive technologies — we have to
find a way of making it work in India’s favour rather than against it.

Industrial 3D printing has begun to transform manufacturing in Western countries. The 3D
printing has not yet entered our everyday lexicon, and even people who have heard of it view it
as a toy technology that geeks play with, creating prototypes of robots using small machines that
create moulds using materials such as plastic and photosensitive resins. Part of it must be the
name, whoever heard of serious manufacturing using a printer! Rename this to “additive
technology” and think of Ford Motors cutting down its cost of creating a new car prototype from
six months and several hundred thousand dollars to four days and $4,000, and you begin to see
its power.

Traditional manufacturing of mechanical parts involves making a mould and then stamping out
parts by thousands every day. The equipment to make these parts and moulds is expensive,
thus the cost of the first hundred units is high. Per unit costs decline only when they are mass
produced. Because of limitations of how this technology works, one typically builds many small
parts, which are later on assembled on an assembly line using unskilled labour or robots to build
an entire system. Traditional manufacturing leads to high inventory costs of multiple parts that
need to be produced and stored before being assembled. This makes the design phase complex
and costly, rendering it expensive to redesign to correct initial mistakes or innovate to meet
changing consumer needs.

In additive manufacturing, the physical object to be built is first designed in software. This design
is fed to computerised machines, which build that object layer by layer. The technology is
suitable for building the entire system in one go, with hollow interiors without assembly or
interlocked parts. Changing features or tweaking shapes is a simple software change effected in
minutes. Retooling of machines is not required and each unit can be customised. By eliminating
the need to hold a large inventory of parts, set up an assembly line and purchase costly
machines, adaptive manufacturing reduces capital and space requirements as well as the
carbon footprint.

Additive manufacturing started out as a technology for nerds and geeks trying to build an arm of
a robot or a body of a drone in their garages. Rapid progress in technology over the last five
years has taken this type of machines from using one nozzle and simple resin materials to
multiple nozzles, diverse materials and materials with different hardness in the same system.
Today it is possible to build an entire shoe, including shoelaces, in a university laboratory.
Tomorrow, Adidas and Nike may well start manufacturing them en masse.

Although it began as a quick and cheap way of developing prototypes, additive manufacturing
has now gone mainstream in developed countries and is beginning to replace traditional
manufacturing for many different applications. One recent survey of U.S. manufacturers shows
that about 12% have started using additive manufacturing for their products and expectations
are that this will result in about 25% of products in the next three-five years. This technology is
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used to build helmets, dental implants, medical equipment, parts of jet engines and even entire
bodies of cars. In some industries, the progress is astonishing. Nearly all hearing aid
manufacturers now use additive manufacturing.

This technological nirvana carries dangerous implications for developing nations. It decreases
reliance on assembly workers and bypasses the global supply chain that has allowed countries
like China to become prosperous through export of mass-produced items. This may well lead to
the creation of software-based design platforms in the West that distribute work orders to small
manufacturing facilities, whether located in developed or developing countries, but ultimately
transfer value creation towards software and design and away from physical manufacturing. This
would imply that labour intensive manufacturing exports may be less profitable.

Fortunately, this manufacturing paradigm has several features that play to the strengths of the
Indian ecosystem. First, it eliminates large capital outlays. Machines are cheaper, inventories
can be small and space requirements are not large. Thus, jump-starting manufacturing does not
face the massive hurdle of large capital requirement and the traditional small and medium
enterprises can easily be adapted and retooled towards high technology manufacturing. Second,
the Indian software industry is well-established, and plans to increase connectivity are well
under way as part of ‘Digital India’. This would allow for the creation of manufacturing facilities in
small towns and foster industrial development outside of major cities. Third, it is possible to build
products that are better suited for use in harsh environmental conditions. Products that required
assembly of fewer parts also implies that they may be better able to withstand dust and moisture
prevalent in our tropical environment and be more durable. Fourth, in a country where use-and-
throw is an anathema, maintaining old products is far easier because parts can be manufactured
as needed and product life-cycles can be expanded. Finally, maintaining uniform product quality
is far easier because the entire system is built at the same time and assembly is not required.

For countries that have already invested in heavy manufacturing, this shift to adaptive
manufacturing will be difficult and expensive. For new entrants, it is easier to leapfrog. The
“Make it the Indian Way” approach we advocate will need public-private partnership and multi-
pronged efforts. On the one hand, we need to accelerate research at our premier engineering
schools on manufacturing machines and methods and encourage formation of product design
centres so that the products built suit the Indian environment and consumers. We also would
need government support to provide incentives for distributed manufacturing in smaller towns,
and for the IT industry to work on creating platforms and marketplaces that connect consumer
demands, product designers and manufacturers in a seamless way.

However, a combination of science and art, with a pinch of Indian entrepreneurship thrown in,
will allow us to develop a manufacturing ecosystem that will not only allow India to compete with
global manufacturing, it will also create products that are uniquely suited to Indian conditions.
The Industrial revolution somehow bypassed India, but we have a unique opportunity to catch
the wave of the manufacturing revolution if we can learn to surf.

Hemant Kanakia is an electrical engineer and high-technology investor. Sonalde Desai is
Professor of Sociology at the University of Maryland and Senior Fellow, NCAER. The views
expressed are personal
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NASA PICKS ANCIENT MARTIAN RIVER DELTA FOR
ROVER LANDING

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

NASA has picked an ancient river delta as the landing site for its uncrewed Mars 2020 rover, to
hunt for evidence of past life on the earth’s neighbouring planet, officials said on Monday.

Even though the Red Planet is now cold and dry, the landing site, Jezero Crater, was filled with
a 500-meter deep lake that opened to a network of rivers some 3.5 to 3.9 billion years ago.

“The delta is a good place for evidence of life to be deposited and then preserved for the billions
of years that have elapsed since this lake was present,” Ken Farley, Mars 2020 project scientist
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, told reporters on a conference call.

Experts believe the 45-km wide basin could have collected and preserved ancient organic
molecules and other signs of microbial life.

At least five different kinds of rocks, including “clays and carbonates that have high potential to
preserve signatures of past life,” are believed to lie in the crater, just north of the Martian
equator, the US space agency said in a statement.

Carbonate rock is produced by the interaction of water, atmospheric gases and rock, and leaves
clues about habitable environments, said Farley.

Scientists have debated where to land the rover for the past four years, and whittled down their
decision from more than 60 possible sites.

The $2.5 billion rover is planned to launch in July 2020, and land in February 2021.

Mars 2020 is designed to land inside the crater and collect samples that will eventually be
returned to Earth for further analysis, perhaps by the later 2020s.

But first, the rover has to make it to the surface intact and upright, dodging a field of boulders,
sand traps and the edges of the delta.

Mars 2020 will use the same sky crane landing that successfully delivered NASA’s unmanned
Curiosity rover to a location called Gale Crater on Mars back in 2012.

Gale Crater, with its many layers of sediment, was chosen to tell the story of how Mars
transitioned from a warm, wet planet to the frigid and dusty one it is today.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!
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ISRO’S IMAGING SATELLITE HYSIS IS ALL SET FOR
THURSDAY LAUNCH

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

HysIS, the country's first hyperspectral imaging satellite for advanced earth observation, is
slated for launch on Thursday from Sriharikota.

About 30 small satellites of foreign customers will be ferried on the PSLV launcher, numbered C-
43, the Indian Space Research Organisation has announced. They will go into an orbit different
from that of HysIS. The launch from the first launch pad is set for 9.57 a.m.

Clearer images

A hyperspectral imaging camera in space can provide well-defined images that can help identify
objects on earth far more clearly than regular optical or remote sensing cameras, ISRO
Chairman K. Sivan said earlier.

The technology will be an added advantage in watching over India from space across sectors
including defence, agriculture, land use and mineral exploration. Sources said the new ‘eye in
the sky’ can be used to even mark out a suspect object or person on the ground and separate it
from the background with applications in transborder infiltration etc.

“The primary goal of HysIS is to study the Earth’s surface in visible, near-infrared and shortwave
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,” ISRO said.

HysIS will be ISRO's first full-scale working satellite with this capability. While the technology
has been around, not many space agencies have working satellites with hyperspectral imaging
cameras as yet.

Third longest mission

The November 29 PSLV flight would last eight minutes short of two hours, making it the third
longest, low-earth mission of ISRO.

The satellites would be ejected in two orbits by restarting the rocket's fourth-stage engine twice.

The PSLV, flying in its core-alone format, will first release HysIS to an orbit at 636 km 17
minutes after launch. The engine of the rocket's fourth stage will be restarted twice — once an
hour from launch and again 47 minutes later.
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ISRO TO LAUNCH NEW IMAGING SATELLITE HYSIS ON
THURSDAY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Soaring success ISRO's PSLV-C42, carrying two foreign satellites, NovaSAR and S1-4, lifts off
from the first launch pad of the Satish Dhawan Space Center in Sriharikota, on September 16,
2018.   | Photo Credit: AP

HysIS, the country's first hyperspectral imaging satellite for advanced Earth observation, is
slated for launch on Thursday from Sriharikota. About 30 small satellites of foreign customers
will be its co-passengers on the PSLV launcher, numbered C-43, the Indian Space Research
Organisation has announced.

The launch from the first launch pad is set for 9.57 a.m. on November 29, 2018, subject to final
clearances.

A hyperspectral imaging camera in space can provide well-defined images that can help to
identify objects on Earth far more clearly than regular optical or remote sensing cameras, ISRO
Chairman K. Sivan said earlier.

The technology will be an added advantage of watching over India from space for a variety of
purposes such as defence, agriculture, land use, minerals and so on. While the ISRO coyly puts
it down as another variety in remote sensing, knowledgeable sources have earlier conceded that
it can be highly useful in marking out a suspect object or person and separate it from the
background. This could aid in detecting transborder or other stealthy movements.

“The primary goal of HysIS is to study the Earth’s surface in visible, near-infrared and shortwave
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,” ISRO said.

HysIS will be ISRO's first full-scale working satellite with this capability. While the technology
has been around, not many space agencies have working satellites with hyperspectral imaging
cameras as yet.

The space agency tested hyperspectral imaging technology twice a decade ago. In April 2008, a
small 83-kg demonstration microsatellite called IMS-1 (Indian Mini Satellite-1) was launched as
a secondary passenger with Cartosat-2A. In October the same year, it put a HySI or
Hyperspectral Imager on the first lunar mission Chandrayaan-1 and used it to scan Moon's
surface for minerals.

The November 29 flight would last almost two hours. The satellites would be ejected in two
orbits by restarting the rocket's fourth-stage engine twice. The PSLV, flying in its core-alone
format, will first release HysIS to an orbit distant 636 km after 17 minutes from launch. later, two
engines will restart after an hour from launch and again — 47 minutes later — all customer
satellites would be put into a lower orbit at 504 km. This will be the third longest mission of
PSLV.

The longest mission, C-40 in January this year, lasted two hours and 21 minutes and put 31
satellites to orbit. In September 2016, C-35 lifted eight satellites in a flight lasting two hours and
15 minutes.
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HysIS, the country's first hyperspectral imaging satellite for advanced Earth observation, is
slated for launch on Thursday from Sriharikota. About
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NASA'S INSIGHT SPACECRAFT LANDS ON RED
PLANET AFTER SIX-MONTH JOURNEY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

A image transmitted from Mars by the InSight lander is seen on a computer screen at NASA's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory on November 26, 2018, in Pasadena, California.   | Photo Credit:
NASA via AP

A NASA spacecraft designed to burrow beneath the surface of Mars landed on the red planet
Monday after a six-month, 300 million-mile (482 million-kilometre) journey and a perilous, six-
minute descent through the rose-hued atmosphere.

Flight controllers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, leaped out of
their seats and erupted in screams, applause and laughter as the news came in.

“Touchdown confirmed!” a flight controller announced.

The three-legged InSight spacecraft reached the surface after being slowed by a parachute and
braking engines, the space agency said. Updates were coming in via radio signals that take
more than eight minutes to cross the nearly 100 million miles (160 million kilometres) between
Mars and Earth.

It was NASA’s ninth attempt to land at Mars since the 1976 Viking probes. All but one of the
previous U.S. touchdowns were successful.

NASA last landed on Mars in 2012 with the Curiosity rover.

Viewings were held coast to coast at museums, planetariums and libraries, as well as New
York’s Times Square.

The plan called for the spacecraft to go from 12,300 mph (19,800 kph) to zero in six minutes flat
as it pierced the Martian atmosphere and settled on the surface.

“Landing on Mars is one of the hardest single jobs that people have to do in planetary
exploration,” said InSight’s lead scientist, Bruce Banerdt. “It’s such a difficult thing, it’s such a
dangerous thing that there’s always a fairly uncomfortably large chance that something could go
wrong.”

Mars has been the graveyard for a multitude of space missions. Up to now, the success rate at
the red planet has been only 40 percent, counting every attempted flyby, orbital flight and
landing by the U.S., Russia and other countries since 1960.

The U.S., however, has pulled off seven successful Mars landings in the past four decades, not
counting InSight, with only one failed touchdown. No other country has managed to set and
operate a spacecraft on the dusty red surface.

InSight was shooting for Elysium Planitia, a plain near the Martian equator that the InSight team
hopes is as flat as a parking lot in Kansas with few, if any, rocks.

This is no rock-collecting expedition. Instead, the stationary 800-pound (360-kilogram) lander will
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use its 6-foot (1.8-metre) robotic arm to place a mechanical mole and seismometer on the
ground. The self-hammering mole will burrow 16 feet (5 metres) down to measure the planet’s
internal heat, while the seismometer listens for possible quakes.

Nothing like this has been attempted before at our next-door neighbor, nearly 100 million miles
(160 million kilometres) away. No lander has dug deeper than several inches, and no
seismometer has ever worked on Mars.

By examining the interior of Mars, scientists hope to understand how our solar system’s rocky
planets formed 4.5 billion years ago and why they turned out so different — Mars cold and dry,
Venus and Mercury burning hot, and Earth hospitable to life.

InSight has no life-detecting capability, however. That will be left to future rovers. NASA’s Mars
2020 mission, for instance, will collect rocks that will eventually be brought back to Earth and
analysed for evidence of ancient life.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!
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OPINION
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Some months ago, I introduced the idea of quantum computing in this column. All of today’s
computing takes its root from the world of “bits”, where a transistor bit, which lies at the heart of
any computing chip, can only be in one of two electrical states: on or off. When on, the bit takes
on a value of “1” and when off, it takes on a value of “0”, constraining the bit to only one of two
(binary) values. All tasks performed by a computer-like device, whether a simple calculator or a
sophisticated computer, are constrained by this binary rule.

Eight bits make up what is called a “byte”. Today, our computing is based on increasing the
number of bytes into kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes and so on. All computing advances we
have had thus far, including artificially intelligent programmes, and driverless cars are ultimately
reduced to the binary world of the bit.

This is a natural extension of western thought; for centuries, western philosophy has followed
the principles of Aristotelian logic, which is based on the law of identity (A is A), the law of
contradiction (A is not non-A), and the law of the excluded middle (A cannot be both A and non-
A at the same time, just as non-A cannot be both non-A and A at the same time).

This axiom is so deeply imbedded in our thinking that to us, a statement that something is both
A and non-A at the same time seems absurd. Paradoxically, however, the idea that something
can be both A and non-A at the same time, the crucible of most eastern philosophical thought, is
the essence of quantum computing. This idea was first proposed in 1985 by British physicist
David Deutsch, but has gained currency only recently.

With quantum computing, information is held in “qubits” that can exist in two states at the same
time. Incredibly, a qubit can store a “0” and “1” simultaneously. If you build two qubits, they can
hold four values at once—11, 10, 01, and 00.

So, adding on more qubits can greatly increase the computing capability of such a machine. IBM
now has a new machine with a 50 qubit processor.

The logical extension of quantum computing is a quantum internet, where computers don’t just
compute in isolation, they also communicate with one another. Scientists are now working on
how a quantum internet might work. To accomplish this, they are beginning by providing a vision
of fundamentally new technology protocols to enable network communications between any two
quantum computing machines on Earth. They say that such a quantum internet will—in synergy
with the “classical” internet that we have today—connect quantum computers in order to achieve
unparalleled capabilities that are impossible today.

As with any radical new technology, it is hard to predict all uses of the future quantum internet.
In a recent issue of Science magazine, theoretical physicist Stephanie Wehner et al say that
several major applications for the quantum internet have already been identified, including
secure communication, secure identification, achieving efficient agreement on distributed data,
as well as secure access to remote quantum computers in the cloud.

Obviously, the ability of a quantum internet to transmit “qubits” that are fundamentally different
than classical “1” and “0” bits is what is paramount. According to the scientists’ paper qubits also
cannot be copied, and any attempt to do so can be detected. This makes qubits well suited for
security applications. At the same time, the authors feel this makes the transmission of qubits
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require radical new concepts and technology, requiring concerted efforts in physics, computer
science, and engineering to succeed. They propose the need for a unified framework for
quantum internet researchers.

The authors say that although it is hard to predict what the exact components of a future
quantum internet will be, it is likely that we will see the birth of the first multi-node quantum
networks in the next few years. If so, all the ideas that so far only exist on paper may indeed turn
out to be the dawn of a functional, large-scale quantum internet.

Siddharth Pai is founder of Siana Capital, a venture fund management company focused on
deep science and tech in India.
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ALIGNING THE TRIAD: ON INDIA’S NUCLEAR
DETERRENCE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence relatred developments

The INS Arihant, India’s first nuclear ballistic missile submarine that completed its sea patrol
earlier this month, will contribute significantly to making India’s deterrence capability more
robust. Submarine-based nuclear capability is the most survivable leg of a nuclear triad, and its
benefit must be seen especially in the light of the growing naval capabilities of India’s potential
adversaries. In this light, certain questions need to be addressed on the third leg of India’s
nuclear triad, as well as major challenges for strategic stability in the southern Asian region.

While it is true that India’s deterrence capability is a work in progress, there is nevertheless a
need to carry out an objective assessment of what INS Arihant can and cannot do, and the
implications thereof. To begin with, there is no clarity on whether the first deterrence patrol of
INS Arihant had nuclear-tipped missiles on board. If not, the deterrence patrol would have been
intended for political purposes devoid of any real deterrent utility. Without nuclear-tipped ballistic
missiles on board an SSBN (ship submersible ballistic nuclear) such as INS Arihant, it might not
be any more useful than an ordinary nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN).

Second, even if INS Arihant had nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles on board, it is not clear what
ranges they would cover. Reports suggest that it had the 750 km range K-15 missiles on board,
which is insufficient to reach key targets in, say, China or Pakistan unless it gets close to their
waters, which would then make the Indian SSBN a target. While the K-4 missile (3,500 km
range) currently under development would give the country’s sea deterrent the necessary range
vis-à-vis its adversaries, INS Arihant would not be able to carry them on board. The Navy would
require bigger SSBNs (S-4 and S-5) to carry the K-4 ballistic missiles. In other words, deterring
India’s adversaries using the naval leg of its nuclear forces is a work in progress at this point of
time.

Third, if indeed the objective of India’s nuclear planners is to achieve seamless and continuous
sea deterrence, one SSBN with limited range is far from sufficient. Given the adversaries’
capabilities in tracking, monitoring and surveilling India’s SSBNs, it would need to invest in at
least four more. Maintaining a huge nuclear force and its ancillary systems, in particular the
naval leg, would eventually prove to be extremely expensive. One way to address the costs
would be to reduce the reliance on the air and land legs of the nuclear triad. Given that India
does not have ‘first strike’ or ‘launch on warning’ policies, it can adopt a relatively relaxed
nuclear readiness posture. New Delhi could, in the long run, invest in a survivable fleet of
nuclear submarines armed with nuclear-tipped missies of various ranges, and decide to reduce
its investment in the land and air legs of its nuclear deterrent, thereby reducing costs. While this
might bring down costs without sacrificing the country’s deterrence requirements, inter-service
claims might frustrate such plans.

Finally, the naval leg of the nuclear triad also poses significant command and control challenges.
As a matter of fact, communicating with SSBNs without being intercepted by the adversaries’
tracking systems while the submarines navigate deep and far-flung waters is among the most
difficult challenges in maintaining an SSBN fleet. Until such sophisticated communication
systems are eventually put in place, India will have to do with shallower waters or focus on
bastion control, which in some ways reduces the deterrence effect of SSBNs, as bastions would
be closer to the ports..
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INS Arihant’s induction will also have implications for regional stability. For one, it is bound to
make the maritime competition in the Indian Ocean region sharper, even though the lead in this
direction was taken by the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) a long time ago. Hence, the
dominant driver of India’s SSBN plans appears to be China's expanding inventory of nuclear
submarines. The PLAN’s Jin class submarine with the JL-2 missiles with a range of 7,400 km
began its deterrent patrol several years ago. Chinese nuclear-powered submarines (reportedly
without nuclear weapons on board) have been frequenting the Indian Ocean on anti-piracy
missions, creating unease in New Delhi. INS Arihant in that sense is a response to the Chinese
naval build-up. Pakistan’s reaction to India’s response to China would be to speed up its
submarine-building spree, with assistance from Beijing. Add to this mix China’s mega
infrastructure project, the Belt and Road Initiative, with its ambitious maritime objectives; and the
revival of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, or Quad, with India, U.S., Japan, and Australia.

This sharpening of the maritime competition further engenders several regional ‘security
dilemmas’ wherein what a state does to secure itself could end up making it more insecure. The
net result of this would be heightened instability for the foreseeable future. However, once the
three key players in this trilemma — China, India and Pakistan — manage to put in place the
essential conditions for credible minimum deterrence, the effect of the instability could potentially
decrease. But it’s a long road to such an outcome.

What would further complicate the relations among the three key players in the region is the
absence of nuclear confidence-building measures (CBMs) among them. While India and
Pakistan have only rudimentary nuclear CBMs between them, India and China have none at all.
In the maritime sphere, neither pairs have any CBMs. Given the feverish maritime developments
that are underway, the absence of CBMs could lead to miscalculations and accidents. This
becomes even more pertinent in the case of Pakistan, which uses dual-use platforms for
maritime nuclear power projection. In case of a bilateral naval standoff, the absence of
dedicated conventional or nuclear platforms could potentially lead to misunderstandings and
accidents. It is therefore important for India and Pakistan (as also India and China) to have an
‘incidents at sea’ agreement like the one between the U.S. and USSR in 1972, so as to avoid
incidents at sea and avoid their escalation if they took place.

India’s sea deterrent also throws up several key questions about the country’s nuclear command
and control systems. To begin with, unlike in the case of the air or land legs of the triad where
civilian organisations have the custody of nuclear warheads, the naval leg will be essentially
under military custody and control given that there would be no civilian presence on board an
SSBN. Not only would the SSBN have no warhead control by civilians (i.e., BARC scientists), its
captain would be under the Strategic Forces Command, an organisation manned by military
officers. Also, given that the warhead would be pre-mated with the canisterised missiles in the
SSBN, what would be the finer details of the launch authority invested in the SSBN captain? The
SSBN captain would have the authority to launch nuclear missiles on orders from the political
authority. However, is there a fool-proof Permissive Action Links system in place to ensure that
an unauthorised use does not take place? There needs to be more clarity on such issues.

In sum, while INS Arihant makes India’s nuclear deterrence more robust, it also changes
deterrence stability in the southern Asian region as we know it. More so, it is important to
remember that the country’s sea deterrent is still in its infancy, and its path hereon is riddled with
challenges.

Happymon Jacob teaches Disarmament and National Security at the School of International
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
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ISRO'S PSLV-C43 SUCCESSFULLY PLACES HYSIS, 30
FOREIGN SATELLITES IN RESPECTIVE ORBITS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The PSLV-C43 lifts off from Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh on
Thursday.   | Photo Credit: M. Vedhan

Nearly three minutes after its lift-off at 9.57 a.m. on Thursday, the Indian Space Research
Organisation's (ISRO) workhorse, the PSLV, carrying 31 satellites, soared in a trajectory
crossing the path of the Sun and sped to inject the country's Hyper Spectral Imaging Satellite
(HysIS), dubbed ‘Sharp Eye’, in its intended orbit.

In the course of the next one hour, the team at the Mission Control waited for the PSLV C-43 to
come up on the other side of the Equator to insert 30 small commercial satellites from various
countries into the orbits requested by the customers.

The HysIS is is an Earth observation satellite primarily to assist in a wide range of applications in
agriculture, forestry, geological environments, coastal zones, among others.

The 30 satellites are one each from Australia, Canada, Colombia, Finland, Malaysia,
Netherlands and Spain, and 23 from the USA.

ISRO’s landmark rocket launches

After 17 minutes from the lift-off from the first launchpad of the Satish Dhawan Space Centre
(SDSC) SHAR, Sriharikota, the PSLV C-43 injected the HysIS into a precise orbit of 636 km
from the Earth.

To a question whether the HysIS could be used for anti-terror operations, ISRO Chairman K.
Sivan said the ISRO’s job was only to build the satellite, but did not rule out such a possibility.
“Our duty is to mainly build the satellite, which can precisely identify an object. The usage…we
are not bothering. That depends on the users. Right now it is meant for Earth observation
missions. But after seeing the results, maybe….but it’s not in our hands.”

Mr. Sivan lauded the ISRO team for making the HysIS with state-of-the-art technology.

“The heart of the system required for the HysIS satellite is basically an optical imaging detector
chip. This chip has been indigenously designed by the Space Application Centre of the ISRO
and fabricated at our semi-conductor lab at Chandigarh. I am sure that team ISRO can be proud
that they are really giving an excellent space asset to India,” he said.

Explaining the one-hour wait for the vehicle to come up on the other side and to insert the
commercial satellites, Mr. Sivan said the PSLV first travelled southward and injected the HysIS
around 27 degree south of the Equator.

“Now, the next set of satellites required another orbit, which is no way nearer to this one. So we
needed two manoeuvres, mainly to circularise the small orbit – first after crossing the South
Pole, when it was going up near the Equator,  [fourth stage engine] was fired once and then
coming back once again near Equator over India, again another firing,” he said.
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Once the second firing of the engine was completed, the 30 satellites were injected into an orbit
between 504.19 km and 506.55 km. The final separation sequence started at 1 hour and 49
minutes and ended 1 hour 53 minutes after the lift-off. This was the ISRO's third longest mission
that lasted nearly two hours. Two earlier missions crossed the two-hour mark.

On the successful injection of the commercial satellites, Mr. Sivan said, “The way it was injected,
am sure that our customers will be very happy to see their babies are delivered to their homes
safely and precisely”.

This is the 13th flight of the core-alone version and 45th launch of the PSLV.

Fun facts or complex puzzles, science contains mysteries ranging from the minute to the
magnificent. Taste science! Take this quiz!
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OPINION
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Someone somewhere was bound to do it. Ever since researchers at the University of Alicante in
Spain came up with the revolutionary new gene-editing tool CRISPR, the chance to play god
and the temptation to do it have been beckoning scientists. So when Shenzhen-based Chinese
researcher He Jiankui claimed, ahead of an international conference on gene editing in Hong
Kong, that he had created the world’s first genetically edited babies by altering their DNA using
CRISPR, it should have come as no surprise. His claim is still unverified and, in fact, Southern
University of Science and Technology, which hosts his lab, later said his work “seriously violated
academic ethics and standards”.

At the heart of He’s work is CRISPR (short for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats), the gene editing tool that allowed geneticists and researchers to edit
parts of the genome by removing, adding or altering sections of the DNA sequence, much more
efficiently than earlier techniques did.

He claimed the genes of the twins had been edited to resist the HIV virus, which is what makes
the framing of the argument against genetic editing much more complex. The announcement
caused predictable consternation with many wondering if these experiments have gone too far
and arguing that tinkering with the variability of a gene pool can have disastrous consequences
given that genes are connected and for one single character many of them have to work in
unison.

There is also the issue of human germline editing. The germline is the sequence of cells that
develop into eggs and sperm, and any changes made in it are likely to be passed down to future
generations. But the issue goes beyond bio-ethics.

A patient suffering a condition like Huntington disease would want to see gene editing used to
prevent such genetic diseases, since they don’t have any cure. However, as has been argued
elsewhere, its use in trying to prevent a deaf person being born is clearly abhorrent, especially
since once it becomes prevalent, anyone born with a genetic condition like that runs the risk of
being shunned by society.

Scientific experiments have gone awry often enough in the past. The atom bomb is a great
example of scientific endeavour gone wrong. What started with the simple statement that a small
amount of matter could release a lot of energy built upon Niels Bohr’s atomic model morphed
into the most destructive discovery mankind has ever seen. As if the horrors of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki were not enough, today 73 years later, that one discovery influences our lives and
society in massively negative terms. In the race to create defences against nuclear weapons,
arms budgets of some of the poorest nations in the world now far exceed their spends on
education or health.

But the problem with a moral high ground on this issue is that there remain far too many human
problems for which there is simply no cure.

In 1996, when Dolly the sheep became the first mammal ever to be cloned from another
individual’s body cell, fears were raised that human cloning was inevitable. Since then horses,
cats, dogs and livestock have been cloned across the world without creating much of a stir
though the announcement of two genetically identical macaques, Zhong Zhong and Hua Hua,
early this year at a laboratory in China did stoke fears of human cloning being the inevitable next
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And yet it hasn’t always been for the worse. When scientists in the 1970s discovered how to
fertilise human eggs in test tubes there was the apprehension that this might lead to people
cherry-picking only high-quality parents for their children. As it turned out those fears were
unfounded and the discovery became one of the greatest boons for people who were infertile
and couldn’t have children.

Genetics is a bit of a stab in the dark and in strictly game theory terms, evolution is open-ended
and, therefore, painful and wasteful. It is multidirectional and not always progressive with many
inadvertent mutations as a result of which we are saddled with an imperfect replication
mechanism. One fallout of this has been that, instead of Malthusian natural factors to keep
populations balanced, we have had statist interventions that snuff out people through genocides
and wars.

Social systems are also Darwinian in many ways, making decisions based on incomplete
information. Hayekian market proponents would say the market demands genetic interventions.
Human civilization has always progressed by interfering with the natural evolutionary process.
Of course, our evolved empathy would shun genetic modulation. In fact, India does not have a
comprehensive gene editing policy in place, though germline gene editing is banned in line with
international norms.

Yet, in the face of persisting diseases and crippling human conditions, divine intervention may
sometimes need to be supplemented with genetic ones in a carefully regulated environment.

Should India allow genetic modifications to address incurable diseases? Tell us at
iews@livemint.com
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THE HINDU EXPLAINS: INDIA'S FIRST
HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING SATELLITE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

HysIS, the country's first hyperspectral imaging satellite for advanced Earth observation, is
slated for launch on November 29 from Sriharikota. About 30 small satellites of foreign
customers will be its co-passengers on the PSLV launcher, numbered C-43, the Indian Space
Research Organisation has announced.

InSight, the first mission to study the deep interior of Mars, which blasted off on May 5, 2018, is
on course for Mars touchdown.
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